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Correspondence
ETYMOLOGY OF “IMPREST”
Editor, The Journal of Accountancy:
Sir: I have found the definitions published by the special committee on 
terminology sufficiently stimulating to induce me to make some search on my 
own account, and I have come across some notes regarding the word “imprest ” 
which may be of interest.
In modern parlance the word “imprest” is used only in the phrase “imprest 
system.” This is a system the use of which is generally confined in this country 
to a petty-cash fund, although the term is used in certain accounts of the British 
government. The cashier of the fund is given a definite round sum of money 
from which he pays for sundry petty expenditures of which he keeps a record 
frequently in a columnar book. Either at fixed periods—such as a week, or a 
month—or when the total expenditures approach the amount originally ad­
vanced, a statement is made showing the disbursements and the accounts 
to which they are chargeable. A cheque is then drawn for the total amount of 
such expenditures and is charged to the accounts shown in the distribution, the 
proceeds of the cheque being placed in the fund, which is thereby restored to 
its original amount.
The derivation of the word is interesting, for it carries us back for some hun­
dreds of years and gives us glimpses of the methods of our forerunners. 
It aids us to picture them at their work, beruffed, be-cloaked and trunk-hosed, 
and reminds us of those happy times when clients were both willing and able 
to care for the physical comfort of those auditors, for we find that in 1552 the 
auditors of Lanark were allowed 6s. 8d. that they “drane” and in 1568 one 
item reads “Ten shillings given to the audetouris in drink.” The word is 
made up of the preposition “in”—which is common to the Latin, French and 
English languages and before a labial usually takes the form “im”—and 
“prest.”
The prefix has no definite modern significance, and was originally frequently 
intensive only. The “prest,” however, is interesting, for it brings out the 
original meaning of the word. It is closely allied to the modern French “ prêt,” 
a loan or advance money, and the circumflex accent suggests that in former 
times the word was “prest.” The word “prest” still appears in English dic­
tionaries as meaning to put out as a loan, and in old accounts it is found used in 
this sense, as far back as in the days of Queen Elizabeth, for in a statement of 
her expenses in 1552 made by “Thomas Parry, Esquyer,” we find that “The 
said Mr. Parrye is charged with certen somes of money by him receaved and to 
him payd” of which the first is “The remayne with the prest of last yere.” The 
word has remained in constant use and always suggests the idea of a sum ad­
vanced and to be returned or accounted for.
Yours truly,
A. W. B. A.
August 10, 1929.
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